GOVERNMENT OF KERALA

Abstract
Higher Education- Technical- Admissions to Non Resident Keralites in Professional Degree Courses for the academic year 2015-16- Sanction Accorded- Orders Issued.

HIGHER EDUCATION (G) DEPARTMENT
G.O. (Ms.) No: 618/2015/H.Edn Dated, Thiruvananthapuram, 16.10.2015

Read: 1) G.O(Ms) No. 372/2015/H.Edn, dated : 03.07.2015
2) Letter No. 34/2014/KTU, dated: 23.09.2015

ORDER

Government have entered agreement with KSFECMA for fee structure and seat sharing vide G.O read as 1st paper above. Clause 20 of the said Government Order stipulates:

"The Educational Agency shall be entitled to fill up 15% seats in the NRI category (NRI) by admitting qualified students who are dependents of Non Resident Indians as per the Section 2(o) of Act XIX of 2006. All these students are exempted from qualifying in any Entrance Test and can be admitted if they satisfy the prescribed conditions of academic eligibility."

The President, Kerala Self Financing Engineering College Management Association (KSFECMA), vide letter read as 3rd paper above, requested the Government to issue the clarification regarding the B.Tech. admission under NRI quota, since the AICTE has stipulated Admission under the NRI quota as 5%.

Government have examined the matter in detail and are pleased to accord sanction to the Educational Agency to fill up 15% seats as Non Resident Keralites (NRK) category by admitting qualified students who are dependents of Non Resident Keralites. The fee structure is same as for NRI Category.

(By order of the Governor )
B Srinivas
Secretary to Government

To
The Commissioner for Entrance Entrance Examinations, Thiruvananthapuram
The Manager, Admission Supervisory Committee & Fee Regulatory Committee, T.C 15/1553, Prasanthi buildings, M.P Appan Road, Vazhuthacaud, Thiruvananthapuram
The Director of Technical Education, Thiruvananthapuram
The Accountant General (A&E/ Audit), Kerala, Thiruvananthapuram
The Director of Information & Public Relations, Thiruvananthapuram (for publishing in Government website)
The Pro Vice Chancellor, Kerala Technological University, CET Campus, Thiruvananthapuram-16
The Secretary, Kerala Self Financing Engineering College Managements' Association, Vikas Nagar, Maradu P.O, Kochi -682304.
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